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Category:Utilities for Windows Category:Utility software for Windows Category:Data securityQ: The result of write from
stringstream is different between C++ and Java, is it platform dependent? I use C++ and Java to do the same test and found the

result are different in both case. I checked this: Does any other low-level function like IO::readUTF8 use the same mechanism to fill
the buffer as the library std::string? Does Java provide the same guarantee about the format of string as C++? I do the following test:
In C++ case, I use the following code to test: #include #include using namespace std; string readStringUTF8() { stringstream ss; char

buf[10000]; ss.read(buf, 10000); ss.str(buf); string ret = ss.str(); return ret; } int main() { string _str = readStringUTF8(); cout
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Category:Windows password protectorsThe
Orrin Tucker Show The Orrin Tucker Show is a
California-based radio talk show hosted by
Orrin Tucker. The Program Tucker, former
president of a radio station in Nevada, began
producing his own daily radio talk show in 2004.
His program is noted for its no-holds-barred
segments, which frequently deal with current
political news and current events. The show
has recently become the number one talk show
in Los Angeles. References External links The
Orrin Tucker Show - Official Website Orrin
Tucker - Official Bio Category:American talk
radio programs Category:Radio stations
established in 2004VANCOUVER — In the 2016
Alberta election, the Wildrose party appeared to
be in trouble. In 2017, Premier Rachel Notley
faces a strong challenge from the same political
party, and across the country, to keep the
progressive momentum going. But that hasn’t
necessarily been the case. It’s been one long
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burst of progressive victories, first in British
Columbia where the New Democrats’ victory in
May was historic, then in Ontario with the
election of Premier Kathleen Wynne and now in
Alberta where Notley will give way to former
leader Brian Jean next month. In all three of
those cases, the result has been progressive
and two in three have been labour-backed.
“The year 2017 was a pivotal year for British
Columbia, for Ontario, and especially for
Alberta and for Canada,” said Michael Prince,
the president of the Alberta Federation of
Labour. “You would have seen more progress
but I don’t think it’s going to be as steep as it
was in the first half of 2016,” he said. Any
progress made in the latter half of the year, he
argues, can be credited to two factors: the 2017
NDP platform and the Alberta election. The
platform, released in January, included
promises on housing and consumer protections
that extended beyond the NDP’s previous
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campaign promises, even when they were
faced with sharp criticism from their critics. The
Wildrose’s been at the forefront of the
movement to open up the care sector, but have
their party positions shifted as a result of the
surge in NDP support? Saskatchewan’s pivot
to the right has been the most pronounced, with
its labour movement backing the Wildrose
82138339de
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